






















































































　　　　　　　　　 　　　　　　 　eo tside　world．　Students
　　 　　　　　　　　　　　　　 　　　　　　　　　　　 　　　　Moreover，
　　　　　　　　　　　of　the　instruction　did　not　allow
　to　learn　according　to　their　own　learning
　　　　　　　 bored．
frustration　with　the　tediousness　of　the　audio－
　　　　　efunctional　or　communicative　apProach－
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　“English　conversation”
of　the
of　the
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1anguage　in　functional　terms　rather　than　in　out－of－context
repetition　drilling．　It　attempts　to　provide　a　simulation　of　the
real　world　in　the　classroom．　Since　students　might　need　to　be
able　to　use　English　to　order　food　in　a　restaurant，　for　example，
alesson　on　how　to　order　food　would　be　provided．　Students
would　be　asked　to　simulate　the　restaurant　environment　and　role
play　the　phrases　and　expressions　that　they　would　really　need．
The　teacher’srole　is　reduced　from　being　the　center　of　the
classroom　to　that　of　providing　the　proper　environment　that
students　could　use　to　learn　at　their　own　speed　and　in　their　own
ways．　The　teacher’srole，　in　other　words，　changes　from　being
that　of　an　‘‘instructor”　at　the　center　of　the　educational　process
to　that　of　a‘‘facilitator”for　the　central　learning　activity　of　the
learners　themselves．
　　　　　Atypical　lesson　would　begin　with　the　teacher　supplying　a
role　model　of　what　the　students　would　be　expected　to　do　on
their　own．　The　textbook　usually　presents　all　the　phrases　and
expressions　that　are　needed．　A　tape　is　often　provided　to　model
the　conversation　that　the　students　will“role　play．”
　　　　　The　tape　may　be　played　once　or　twice　while　the　students
listen．　The　teacher　may　ask　questions　about　the　material　presented
in　the　tape，　drawing　on　the　students　own　experiences　in　ordering
food　in　restaurants，　for　example．　Next　the　students　might　read
through　the　conversation　in　pairs　to　familiarize　themselves　with
the　expressions　and　vocabulary　necessary　to　role　play．
　　　　　　Finally，　the　students　might　be　provided　with　simulated
menus　and　would　be　asked　to　act　out　the　conversation　and
actually　pretend　to　order　food　in　a　restaurant．
　　　　　Out　of　this　sort　of　general　lesson：ordering　in　restaurants，
introducing　yourself，　buying　something　in　a　store，　using　public
transportation　and　so　on，　has　evolved　English　for　Special
Purposes（ESP）．ESP　is　an　area　of　functional　language　instruction
that　teaches　English　for　use　in　a　very　narrow　area　of　expertise．
　　　　　If　the　students　are　training　to　become　computer　programmers，
for　instance，　they　would　be　instructed　in　all　the　expressions
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and　phrases　that　they　might　need　to　use　in　that　special　area　of
language　use．　Similarly　air　traffic　controllers　who　clearly　need
to　know　English　would　be　taught　only　the　Ianguage　they　would
need　to　do　their　jobs　well．　How　to　order　food　in　restaurants　or
other　general－purpose　areas　of　instruction　would　not　be　a　part
of　these　ESP　lessons．　While　there　may　be　some　students　who
need　only　the　special　English　required　to　function　in　some
specific　capacity，　most　people　need　a　broader　range　of　language
skills．　A　problem，　typical　to　most　college－age　English　students
in　Japan，　is　that　many　students　have　no　clear　goals　for　their
study　of　English．　Because　the　very　nature　of　the　communicative
approach　takes　its　definition　from　the　learning　style　and　purpose
of　the　learner　and　not　the　teacher，　this　lack　of　focus　in　the
learners’minds　has　resulted　in　what　I　will　show　to　be　considerable
confusion　in　the　development　of　English　materials　and　a　debilitating
tendency　in　the　classroom．
　　　　　　The　development　of　materials　for　use　in　the　English
language　classroom　has　reflected　the　move　from　the　audio－lingual
method　to　the　communicative　approach．　Available　on　the
market　today　are　text　books　that　still　have　a　large　audio－lingual
component　in　their　presentation　and　others　which　are　dominantly
communicative．　Which　textbook　a　teacher　might　choose　depends
on　that　teacher’steaching　style　and　his／her　assessment　of　what
will　suit　the　students　best．
　　　　　In　Japan，　the　communicative　type　of　textbook　has　gained
acertain　ascendancy　as　many　teachers　continue　to　believe　that
Japanese　students　in　particular　have　already　had　enough　instruction
in　rigid，　grammar－based　exercises　and　need　an　opportunity　for
oral　practice　instead．　The　problem，　as　defined　earlier，　is　that
materials　development　for　the　communicative　approach　should
take　into　consideration　the　learning　strategies　of　the　students．
The　audio－lingual　approach　was　a“top－down”formulation－the
teacher　and　the　method　designers　knew　what　was　best　for　the
students　who　were　relegated　to　a　behavioral　modification　role　in
learning　the　language．　Learning　a　foreign　tongue　was　not
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supposed　to　be　easy，　and　not　as　much　attention　was　paid　to
making　the　class“fun．”The　communicative　approach，　on　the
other　hand，　holds　out　the　promise　that　language　learning　is　not
only　fun，　but　actually　easy．　In　the　introductions　of　many　of　the
textbooks　reviewed　for　this　article，　emphasis　is　placed　on　how
the　materials　selected　for　the　textbook　will　hold　the　students’
interest　and　provide“Fun　topics　and　activities．”l　The　authors　of
another　textbook　state，“It　is　not　suitable　for　anyone　who
believes　that　learning　involves　suffering．”2
　　　　　　This　is　not　to　say　that　learning　a　foreign　tongue　cannot
be　fun　some　of　the　time，　but　clearly　there　is　an　element　of
work，　if　not　suffering，　involved．　One　cannot　pick　up　a　foreign
language　by　sleeping　with　a　tape　on　or　by　spending　hours　of
inactivity　in　the　presence　of　native　speakers．　Language　transfer『
does　not　ordinarily　take　place　by　osmosis．
　　　　　　The　purpose　of　this　article　is　to　explore　the　ways　in
which　materials　support　the　methodology　which，　in　turn，
focuses　on　a　learner－centered　activity　base．　The　fact　that　many
of　the　learners　are，　for　the　most　part，　lacking　in　goals　and　an
ability　to　self－direct　their　learning　Process　has　caused　confusion
in　the　development　of　textbooks．
　　　　　　Let’sbegin　with　the　underlying　issues　associated　with
textbook　development　and　explore　how　textbook　authors　evaluate
the　presentation　of　their　materials　to　address　those　issues．
　　　　　One　of　the　most　obvious　of　jumping－off　points　in　textbook
development　is　the　level　of　the　students　for　whom　the　materials
are　to　be　directed．　In　the　creation　of　reading　materials，　for
example，　some　sort　of　level－evaluation　is　made　possible　by
extensive　grading　experience　for　use　in　native－language　schools．
Although　the　English　as　a　Second　Language（ESL）or　English
as　a　Foreign　Language（EFL）leamers　have　different　requirements
than　the　native－speaking　Iearner，　one　can　assume　that　a　level　of
reading　vocabulary　and　content　that　fits，　say　a　native－speaking
fifth　grader，　would　be“easier”than　that　suitable　for　a　college
graduate．　The　ESL／EFL　learner　might　have　a　college　level
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reading　ability　in　his／her　native　language，　but　making　the
transition　to　the　same　level　in　the　target　language（English）
might　require　passage　through　a　less　complex　stage　of　easier
reading．　In　other　words，　the　level　of　language　competence
required　to　read　the　previous　sentence　with　its　relatively　difficult
vocabulary　and　structure　is　‘‘higher”　than　that　required　to　read
and　understand，“Bobby　hit　the　ball．”
　　　　　In　reading　skill　development，　in　addition　to　the　acquisition
of　vocabulary　and　the　skills　of　reading　from　contextual　clues，　a
certain　understanding　of　basic　grammar　and　syntax　is　essential．
These　skills　also　can　be　graded　by　level．
　　　　　　In　listening　comprehension　too，　level　assignment　or
grading　is　possible　to　some　extent．　An　ability　to　have“the　ear”
for　simple　phrases－slowly　and　clearly　enunciated－is　quite
different　from　that　required　to　comprehend　complicated　utterances
said　quickly　with　reduced　speech　in　a　heavy　regional　accent．
　　　　　For　oral　skills　，　we　can　assume　that　there　must　be　some
sort　of　levels　in　acquisition，　but　defining　them　remains　problematical．
The　foreign　mathematician　who　has　no　problem　giving　a　presentation
in　her／his　area　of　expertise　might　be　stymied　by　the　language
required　to　order　a　large　pizza　with　everything　except　anchovies
on　it．
　　　　　　In　the　use　of　one’sown　native　language，　conversational
expertise　is　conditioned　by　the　topic，　conversation　partner　or
partners，　and　the　environment　where　the　conversation　is　taking
place．　A　casual　conversation，　one－to－one，　about　a　favorite　sport
would　require　little　effort，　while　making　a　statement　in　front　of
ahundred　people　on　a　subject　one　was　only　slightly　familiar
with　would　cause　nervousness　and　might　involve　stammering，
restatement　and　other　degradations　of　fluency．　Some　conversations
are　simple　enough　to　be　carried　on　while　concentrating　on
something　else　such　as　a　TV　program，　while　other　dialogues
require　One’SCOmplete　attentiOn．
　　　　　Similarly，　levels　of　conversational　expertise　or　competence
pertain　even　more　dramatically　to　the　use　of　a　foreign　language．
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If　the　variation　in　fluency　in　one’snative　language　could　be
said　to　vary　between　100％of　capability　for　a　very　familiar　topic
in　a　comfortable　environment　and，　say，80％fluency　when　one
is　under　some　sort　of　pressure　due　to　lack　of　knowledge　of　the
subject　or　because　of　the　social　setting，　the　variation　in　foreign
language　competence　must　swing　even　more　dramatically．　While
one　may　converse　freely　in　a　foreign　language　about　one　topic，
one　might　equally　be　completely　at　a　loss　when　the　subject
changes．　Lack　of　vocabulary，　lack　of　grammatical　skills，　uncertainty
about　the　social　register，　or　all　of　these　together　might　cause
one　to　plummet　from　near－native　fluency　to　babbling　incoherence．
We　can　say　that　level　of　competence　varies　according　to　a
variety　of　factors．
　　　　　　For　the　writers　of“conversation”text　books　then，　the
problem　is　not　only　one　of　defining“level”but　also　of　deciding
what　kinds　of　conversations　are　suitable　for　the　audience　to
learn．　In　addition，　the　writer　must　allow　for　enough　practice
exercises　so　that　the　learner　has　adequate　oPPortunity　to　internalize
the　material，　to　acquire　the　forms　being　taught．
　　　　　　If　one　of　the　purposes　of　the　communicative　approach　is
to　provide　relevant，　content－oriented　materials　based　typically
on　the　students’own“interests　and　needs”3，　then　it　could　be
said　that　the　age－old　phrase　book　is　the　ultimate　in　leamer－driven
materials．　The　learner　need　only　look　up　the　phrase　that　is
necessary　at　the　moment．　Want　to　order　that　large　pizza？The
languag61earner　only　needs　to　look　up　how　to　say，“1’dlike　a
large　pizza　with　everything　except　anchovies，　please．”The
other　phrases　for　finding　out　where　the　toilet　is　or　how　to　get
from　point　A　to　point　B　can　be　saved　for　when　the　need　arises．
The　problem　with　phrase　books　is　that　in　lacking　an　organized
approach　to　how　the　materials　can　best　be　learned，　they　make
it　difficult　if　not　impossible　to“learn”or　acquire　the　language
items　presented　in　t｝1em．　A　tourist　can　use　the　language　with
the　phrase　book　in　hand，　but　if　the　book　is　lost　or　if　the　book
is　lacking　some　phrase，　the　language　user　is　stuck，　having　no
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acquired　language　to　fall　back　upon．　Acquisition　would　depend
on　how　often　one　ordered　that　pizza，　in　other　words，　repetition．
　　　　　This　same　problem，　as　I　will　show　in　this　paper，　has　also
become　prevalent　in　popular　ESL／EFL　materials　which　are　in
wide　use　in　Japan　today．
　　　　　How　can　textbooks　be　evaluated？For　the　purposes　of　this
study，　I　have　undertook　to　evaluate　textbooks　in　three　ways，
First　a　comparison　of　the　levels　the　textbook　writers　claim　to
address．　Second　on　the　basis　of　internal　consistency　as　to　what
grammatical　forms　are　introduced　and　when，　and　third　on　the
basis　of　what　functions　are　introduced　and　when．　I　have　also
conducted　some　preliminary　investigation　about　the　amount　of
practice　afforded　various　communicative　points　and　grammar
skills．
　　　　　　The　level　of　the　textbook　as　described　by　the　author　or
by　the　publisher　in　promotional　materials　is　the　first　avenue　of
approach　for　the　ESL／EFL　instructor．　Teachers　decide　to　order
materials　based　on　whether　or　not　they　are　likely　to　fit　the
level　of　the　class　being　taught．　While　placement　testlng　is　a
prerequisite　to　study　in　most　intensive　English　programs　in　the
US　and　UK，　it　is　not　generally　a　part　of　class　assignment　at
the　univers量ty　level　in　Japan．　University　instructors，　therefore，
must　target　their　materials　at　the“center”of　what　they　perceive
as　the　class　level，　a　perception　based　largely　on　experience．
The　university“English　conversation”teacher　who　has　not
misjudged　what　textbook　to　use　with　the　class　at　some　point　in
his／her　career　probably　does　not　exist．　Again，　the　problem　is
not　only　lack　of　proper　placement　procedures　but　also　the　lack
of　clear　standards　for　level　definition　among　textbook　authors．
　　　　　　Ireviewed　18　textbooks（see　appendix）produced　by
various　publishers　all　of　which　were　described　as　being　for
students　in　the“beginning”to“intermediate”levels．　Careful
investigation　reveals，　however，　that　the　terms　used　to　describe
levels　are　selected　without　any　real　reference　to　standards．　A
textbook　described　as　being　for　low　beginners　or　beginners　such
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as　Express　English：Elegi’nnings　by　Ferreira，　published　by　Newbury
does　not　begin　with　how　to　write　the　English　alphabet，　for
example，　or　start　with　sounding　out　words　phonically．　It
presumes　an　ability　to　read　and　write　English　at　a　fairly　sophisticated
level．　Another　textbook，　Access　to　English：Starting　Oz｛t　by　Coles
and　Lord，　part　of　a　series　published　by　Oxford，　states　on　the
back　cover，“STARTING　OUT　is　the　first　book　of　ACCESS　TO
ENGLISH，　a　four－part　course．．．which　takes　students　with　no
previous　knowledge　of　English　up　to　a　good　intermediate　level．”4
Lesson　l　of　this，　the　first　book　in　the　series，　however，　begins
with　the　heading，“The　Library　in　Middleford，”and　continues
with　a　practice　in　questions　about　the　map．　Someone　with“no
previous　knowledge　of　English，”an　immigrant，　say，　from　the
hill　country　of　Laos，　might　find　this　textbook　somewhat　daunting
to　say　the　least。
　　　　　Clearly　the　idea　of　level　when　not　grounded　in　any　well
established　set　of　standards　takes　on　certain　characteristics　more
typical　of　a　mirage．　This　lack　of　standards　in　levels　is　one　that
plagues　professional　evaluation　of　many　aspects　of　the　ESL／EFL
profession　and　one　which　should　be　addressed　in　its　own　right．
　　　　　In　the　development　of　communicative　textbooks，　most
writers　realize　that　the　phrase　book　style　of　materials　cannot
apply　to　the　needs　of　the　classroom　learner，　and　so　consequently
many　still　retain　some　sense　that　a　grammatical　approach　to
learning　to　speak　English　is　important．　Almost　every　textbook
reviewed　in　this　study　included　as　a　part　of　its　lesson　plans
descriptions　of　the　grammatical　points　covered．　Many　included
separate　grammatical　explanations　as　a　part　of　the　lessons
themselves．　And　most　made　recourse　to　audio－1ingual－type
exercises　that　centered　on　a　grammatical　point．
　　　　　Despite　this　implied　position　that　a　grammar　orientation　is
important，　the　internal　consistency　of　most　of　the　textbooks
reviewed　left　a　great　deal　to　be　desired．　If　the　textbook　author
plans　to　introduce　the　present　perfect　tense　in　lesson　6，　for
example，　what　is　the　learner　and　the　instructor　to　conclude
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when　it　is　used　willy－nilly　in　lessons　l　through　5？Does　this
mean　that　the　author　is　not　really　introducing　it　in　lesson　6？
Does　the　author　expect　a“beginning　student”to　have　a　working
knowledge　of　the　present　pe㎡ect　before　opening　the　book？
　　　　　One　textbook　presented　a　list　of　what　was　expected　in　the
way　of　preliminary　grammatical　knowledge．　In　this　book，　the
second　in　a　series，　the　authors　provide　the　information　so　that
students　who　did　not　previously　use　the　first　book　in　the　series
will　have　some　idea　of　what　was　covered　there．　The　second
book　is　described　as　being　for　intermediate　students．　The　first
in　the　series　is　for　beginners，　The　list　of　beginners“assumed
knowledge　of　the　language”consists　of　eighteen　items　which　are
shown　verbatim　below．
10，
11．
12．
13．
14．
15．
16，
17．
18．
Present／Past　of　be
There　is／are／醐s／鷹7θ
Imperatives
Simple　present
Present　Progressive　（be十一z’ng）
Simple　Past－regular／irregular
Past　Progressive
Future　with　going’o
Present　Pe㎡ect－regular／irregular十伽s！／a〃召α4y／
　　　翻s紘めet．
Auxiliary　modals：can／could
Question　words：
　　　陥oP／陥ere～／陥’～／陥ose～／w］zy．P／陥en～／H伽～
Personal　Pronouns：1／me／〃2Y／〃zine／etc．
Possessive　’5／s’
Adjectives－comparative／superlative－regular／irregular
Adverbs　of　manner：｛卿ckly／ne〃，　etc．　Adverbs　of
　　　frequency：often／∫o〃zeti〃zes／nerer，　etc．
Prepositions　of　place／time／movement
Mass　and　Unit：a／so耀／any／初蹴加any／a　lo’o〃αfew／
　　　α1翻θ／剛en（mgh／（耀／（耀s／α〃／60〃neither／none
The　time／day／dates／seasons／numbers／points　of　time”5
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Since，　for　instance，　even　relatively　advanced　Japanese　speakers
of　English　often　still　have　trouble　with　numbers，　the　meaning
behind“assumed　knowledge”is　opaque．　Does　this　mean　that
“beginning”students　have　acquired　these　forms　or　that　they
merely　have　been　exposed　to　them．　Despite　the　statement　that
the　content　of　the　list　is‘‘assumed　knowledge　of　the　language，”
if　it　were　iiterally　true，　intermediate　students，　never　mind
advanced　learners，　would　have　little　more　to　do　than　learn　the
passlve　volce・
　　　　　To　evaluate　more　clearly　what　grammar　points　are　covered
in　a　given　textbook　and　in　what　lessons　they　appear，　I　used　an
evaluation　form　which　appears　below［fig．1］．
fig．1
TEXTBOOK　　　　　　　　　　　　AUTHOR
PUB．／DATE／ed
LEV：LBBFB／HBLIIHILAHA
GRAMMAR：1esson　described　as　having　grammar　focus／first　a
PPearance　ln　text
口detailed　grammatical　explanation　or　contrast　of　forms
Verb　Use（active）
present　tense　BE　　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　　［］
past　tense　BE　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　［］
present　tense　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　　口
past　tense：　reg．　　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　　□
　　　　　　　　　　irreg．　　　　　／　　　　口
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　／　　　　口present　contlnuous
paSt　COntinUOUS　　　　　　　　／
fut．　continuous　　　　　　　　／
fut．　tense　BE　GOL～「G　TO
fut．　tense　WILL　　　　　　　　　／
present　perfect　　　　　　　　／
past　perfect　　　　　　　　　／
present　pe㎡．　COntinuous
IF　clauses　　　　／
／
口口
口
』口
口
／ 口
口
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imperative　　　　　　／
Verb　Use（passive）
口
present
past
／
／
pres．
pres．
perf． ／
　　　　　contlnuOUS
paSt　COntlnUOUs
Modals
would
口
／
口
／
口
／ 口口
』口
have　to ／
can ／ 口
could
might
should
must
／
　／
／
／
may ／
口口’口
口白
Other
comparative　　　　　　／　　　　　□
sUperlative　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　　［］
adverbs　of　frequency　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　　［］
multi－word　verbs　　　　　／　　　　　□
expletive　there　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　［］
expletive　it　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　［コ
Y／Nquestion　　　　　　／　　　　　□
Info　question　　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　　□
tag　qUeStiOnS　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　　□
possessive　　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　　□
count／non－count　nouns　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　□
relat．　ClaUSeS　　　　　　　　　／　　　　　　　　［］
Comments：
　　　　　The　portion　at　the　top　of　the　form（LEV：LB　B　FB／HB
LI　I　HI　L　A　HA）represents　the　level　of　the　textbook　as　it　is
described　in　the　textbook　itself－low　beginner　to　high　advanced．
The　focus　of　this　preliminary　study　was　only　on　textbooks
described　as　being　for　students　from“low㎏ginner”to“intermediate．”
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“FB”denotes　the　increasingly　popular　level　definition，“false
beginner”which　one　textbook’sauthors　define　as，“students
who　have　studied　English　previously　but　who　have　not　had
much　chance　to　actively　use　what　they　have　learned，”6　a　definition
that　covers　a　large　block，　perhaps　a　majority　of　Japanese　university
English　students，　regardless　of　what　they　may　actually　be　able
to　read，　write，　or　understand．
　　　　　　Since　verb　forms　are　usually　presented　as　the　heart　of
grammar　points，　the　form　displays　the　various　verb　tenses　in
active　and　passive　forms．　In　addition，　modals　and　modal－like
forms　are　shown，　Finally，　there　is　a　grab　bag　of　popular　grammatical
艶atures　under“Other”at　the　end　of　the　evaluation　form．　The
list　of　grammatical　features　was　inspired　by　what　was　found　in
textbooks，　but　is　not　limited　to　them．　There　are　a　total　of　forty
grammar　points　on　the　evaluation　form．
　　　　　Information　about　what　grammar　points　are　to　be　covered
in　each　lesson　is　usually　provided　in　the　beginning　of　the　book，
in　an　index　or　plan　for　the　book　as　a　whole．　Occasionally，
however，　it　was　necessary　to　look　at　each　lesson　and　find　what
the　grammatical　themes　were．　Some　authors　did　not　present
any　grammatical　themes　for　their　textbook’slessons，　and　in
these　cases，　I　did　not　attempt　to　extrapolate　one　on　my　own．
In　evaluating　a　textbook，　at　first　I　assigned　a　score　of　l　point
for　each　grammatical　feature　listed　in　the　book　as　being　covered
in　a　lesson．　This　scoring　procedure　gives　a　score　of，　for　example，
24points　for　East　West　1，　an　Oxford　publication．　This　total
represents　the　number　of　grammatical　points　which　are　described
in　the　lesson　plans　as　being　presented　in　the　text．　Thus，　we
can　compare」East　West　1’sscore　of　24　in　this　textbook　presented
for　false　beginners　with　the　score　of　27　in　English」Firsthanc！Plus，
aLingual　House　publication，　a　score　of　ll　in」乙ifelines　2，　a
Regents　publication，　and　a　score　of　28　for　Take　Tzua，　a　Macmillan
issue．　All　of　these　textbooks　are　targeted　at　the“beginner”to
“low　intermediate”1evels，　some　claiming　to　be　targeted　for　a
couple　of　these　levels　at　the　same　time．
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　　　　　　We　can　compare　textbooks“rated”for　similar　levels　by
showing　their　scores　in　graph　form．　On　the　right［fig．2］are
the　textbooks　of　the　same　or　similar“level”by　name　in　alphabetical
order．　The　first　heading，“Total　Listed，”is　the　total　number　of
grammatical　points　said　to　be　covered　in　the　textbook’sintroductory
plan　or　index　or　in　each　lesson．　These　constitute　the　grammatica1
“focus”of　the　text．　The　second　heading，“Fit　score，”is　the
total　score　over　the　number　of　grammatical　points　which　actually
appear　for　the　first　time　in　the　lesson　indicated．　In　other
words，　if　a　textbook’slesson　plan　claims　to　be　introducing　the
grammatical　point　in　lesson　10，　but　it　appears　for　the　first　time
in　lesson　3，0ne　point　is　subtracted　from　the　total　score．　The
next　heading　is　Percent　represented　by　a　percentage　derived
from　the　Fit　Score．　A　100％score　in　this　column　would　mean
that　no　grammatical　form　appeared　in　the　textbook　before　it　was
intended　to　be　introduced　in　the　textbook’s　lesson　plan．
Finally，　the　last　tally，　Total　Actual　is　the　total　number　of
grammatical　points　that　actually　appear　in　the　text，　regardless
of　whether　they　appear　as　a　part　of　the　grammatical　focus　or
not．
fig．2
Text
Coast　to　Coast　2
East　West　l
E．Firsthand　Plus
Express　English　l
Interchange　l
Lifelines　2
Main　Street
Take　Two
Total　Listed
　　　 13
　　　　24
　　　　27
　　　　　8
　 　　22
　　　　11
　　　　11
　　　　28
Fit　Score
　　l3／11
　24／15
　27／17
　　8／3
　22／12
　　11／7
　　11／8
　28／9
Percent
　84．6
　62．5
　63．0
　37．5
　54．5
　63．6
　72．7
　32，1
Total　Actual
　　　　30
　　　　27
　　　　33
　　　　15
　　　　25
　　　　21
　　　　14
　　　　36
　　　　　These　scores　do　not　show　the　whole　picture　even　though
they　are　interesting　in　terms　of　how　much　authors　think　is
important　to　teach　students　of　the　same“leve1．”To　adequately
demonstrate　how　really　different　the　text　books　are，　we　need　to
show　where　each　derives　its　scores　and　how　the　materials　are
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presented，　remembering　all　the　while　that　the　authors　are
targeting　the　same　level　of　students．
　　　　　The　authors　of　Etist　West　1，　for　example，　feel　that　modals
are　important　to　the“false　beginner，”and　derive　60f　their　total
points　from　this　source．　Expre∬English　at　the　other　extreme
gains　only　one　point　from　modal　instruction．　The　other　texts
are　Coast’o　Coast　2　＝　1　（listed），7　（actual），English　Firs〃zand
Plus＝7，　lnterchange　1＝5，、乙iプ’elines　2＝2，ノ瞼∫πStreet＝3，
and　Take　7「zるり　＝　7．
　　　　　　Most　of　the　authors　agree　that　the　simple　present　tense
with　BE　is　something　that　should　be　covered　in　lesson　1．　After
that　there　is　almost　no　agreement　on　the　sequencing　of　presentation．
Indeed，　the　authors　of　English　Firsthand　Plus　cram　coverage　of
no　less　than　13　grammatical　points　into　the　first　two　lessons
（nine　of　them　are　shown　in　the　chart　below）．Here［fig．3］is
aselection　of　grammatical　items　and　their　corresponding　lesson
numbers　as　they　are　described　in　the　introductory　lesson　plan．
fig．3
TEXT
past　tense　BE
　　“　regular
　　“　　irregular
pres．　cont．
past　cont，
BE　GOIIVG　7「D
passlve　pres・
　　‘‘　　　　　past
pres．　pe㎡．
　“　　　　‘‘　　　　　cont．
past．　perf．
might
have　to
COmparatlve
superlative
tag　qUeSt10nS
Coast．　EWl　E．First．Expr．
13
P5
P7
P1
wXXXXXXXXXXX
Inter．
　　7
　　7
　　7
　　9
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
　10
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
　14
　14
　　X
1
L Mn．St．
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　13
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
　　X
eT
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　　　　　　1t　is　important　to　remember　that　these　figures　represent
the　numbers　of　the　lessons　in　which　the　grammar　point　is　said
to　be　covered．　Where　there　is　an“X，”it　means　that　the　grammar
point　indicated　is　not　said　to　be　covered　in　the　textbook．　It
does　not　mean，　however，　that　the　grammar　point　does　not
appear．　Similarly，　the　fact　that　a　certain　grammar　point　is　said
to　apPear　in　a　given　lesson　is　no　guarantee　that　it　will　not
show　up　before　that　point　The“Fit　score”above［fig．2］is　a
clear　indication　of　that．
　　　　　Another　point　to　consider　in　regards　to　grammatical　focus
is　how　much　practice　a　student　can　get　of　the　grammatical
point　through　the　exercises　provided　in　the　lesson．　The　only
verb　tense　that　all　of　the　textbooks　listed　above　presented　in
common　was　the　present　continuous　tense．（Although　the
present　tense　of」BE　is　not　displayed　in　the　chart　above，　it　is
not　formally　presented　in　three　of　the　textbooks．）
　　　　　ル勧πStreet，　for　example，　introduces　the　present　continuous
tense　in　lesson　13　through　the　opening　conversation　where
guests　at　a　party　are　shown“to　be　wearing”different　clothing．
Exercise　C（of　A　through　E）affords　two　conversation　practices
based　on　the“wearing”theme．　In　the　first，　A　asks，“What’s
he　wearing？”In　the　second，　A　asks，“What’sshe　wearing？”
The　exercises　give　eight　and　ten　items　respectively　to　practice，
for　a　total　of　eighteen　questions　and　answers．　Exercise　E
involves　a　guessing　game　about　the　guests　at　the　party．　A
describes　the　guests　and　B　must　guess　who　it　is．、4　may　use
the　present　continuous　tense　to　describe　what　the　guest　is
wearing，　but　may　also　describe　the　guests　without　using　the
present　continuous　by　using　expressions　such　as，“He　is　tall．
He　has　brown　hair．　His　pants　are　blue．”The　verb“WEAR”is
the　only　verb　shown　or　offered　to　be　practiced　in　the　present
COntinUOUS　tenSe．7
　　　　　　Coast　to　Coast　2，0n　the　other　hand，　mixes　the　present
continuous　tense　with　present　tense　questions　in　exercise　20n
the　first　page　of　lesson　1．　Students　are　asked　to　make　questions
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such　as，“Where　do　you　live？”“What　do　you　do？”and“Why
are　you　wearing　a　sweater？”81n　exercise　3，　the　present　continuous
is　used　in　the　question，“Why　are　you　studying　English？”On
the　second　page　of　lesson　1，　the　past　continuous　and　the　future
tense　with　BE　GOING　TO　are　added　in　exercise　1（the　exercise
numbers　start　at　l　for　each　page　of　the　text），　an　oral　exercise，
and　exercise　3，　a　writing　exercise．　The　present　continuous　is
not　called　for　in　these　two　exercises．　On　the　last　two　pages　of
lesson　1，　the　student　is　asked　to　practice　the　past　tense　of　BE
along　with　the　past　tenses　of　regular　and　other　irregular　verbs．
The　present　continuous　does　not　appear　until　the　end　of　lesson
lin　a　couple　of　small　diagram　boxes　at　the　bottom　of　the　page
where　it　is　displayed　with　the　present　tense，　the　past　tense，
and　the　future　tense　with　BE　GOIIZVG　TO［fig．4］．
fig．4
How　often
vhy
do　yOu　go　　　　　　　　oare　you　gO1㎎ to　E㎎lish　class（冷？
Whendid
奄
Gary　．　　　　ouISlt
@　・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　0X01㎎tO　VISIt
the　North　Pole？Amonth　ago．
hn　two　weeks．9
　　　　　　East　West　l　presents　the　present　continuous　tense　in
lesson　6．　It　appears　in　the　opening　conversation　with　the　verbs
“GO，”“TAKE，”“DO，”“LIVE，”“RAISE，”“WORK，”“WAIT，”
and“SEE．”Exercise　l　offers　five　opportunities　to　practice　with
the　question，“What　is　　　　　　doing？”All　five　of　them
are　taken　from　the　pictures　in　the　opening　conversation．　The
cues　are　provided　in　the　plain　form　of　the　verb．　These　are
“WAIT，”“LOOK，”“WRITE，”“SHOP，”“PUT，”and“TAKE．”
Exercise　20ffers　70pportunities　to　practice　with“What’s
　　　　　　　　　　　　wearing？”Exercise　30ffers　ten　opportunities　to
practice　with“What’s　　　　　　wearing？”Exercise　60ffers
practice　with　a　partner，“Am　I　wearing　black　shoes？”and　so
on．　Exercise　70ffers　a　mixed　exercise　to　use　the　present　tense
